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 by miikkahoo   

Tamba Indian Cuisine 

"East Meets West"

This restaurant strives to present the best of Indian dining in a trendy

Vegas setting. Their website says "if Bollywood had a Rat Pack, this is

where they'd hang." The decor uses prominent red and gold as its theme

colors with a massive Buddha statue that dominates the space. The food

is authentic Indian with a modern flair and the kitchen presents a huge

lunch buffet. The Tandoor (clay oven) is the highlighted cooking utensil,

where naan, chicken Tikka, fish Tandoori and Masala dishes are some of

the best in the entire state of Nevada.

 +1 702 798 7889  tambaindiancuisine.com/  inquiries@tambalounge.co

m

 3743 South Las Vegas

Boulevard, Las Vegas NV

 by TheCulinaryGeek   

India Palace 

"An Indian Blend"

Considered one of Las Vegas's best Indian restaurants, this place cooks

up some of the best in Indian cuisine. The food has a spicy and tangy taste

to it with some of the finest herbs and Indian spices used. The buffet

served here is worth your every penny. The specials include lamb, chicken

and vegetable tandoori, vindaloo and kormas. Food is reasonably priced

to be enjoyed in a casual atmosphere. Reservations, especially during

weekends, are necessary as the place tends to get a bit crowded.

 +1 702 796 4177  www.indiapalacevegas.com/  505 East Twain Avenue, Las Vegas NV

 by sharonang   

Mint Indian Bistro 

"Indian Charm!"

Mint Indian Bistro tries to blend some Eastern philosophy into their rich

and flavorful cuisine. Apart from providing a tasteful dining experience,

the chef focuses on the spiritual transforming power of the food too. The

menu is an ensemble of vegetarian, vegan, organic and meat dishes from

the Indian subcontinent. Try the north Indian street food or the popular

lunch buffet at Mint, which will prove to be a fulfilling experience. The

restaurant also accepts private party bookings and catering requests.

Check website for details.

 +1 702 894 9334  mintbistro.com/  contact@mintbistro.com  730 East Flamingo Road,

Suite 9 & 10, Las Vegas NV

 by ukanda   

Mount Everest India's Cuisine 

"Atypical Vegas Buffet"

The huge buffets offered in Vegas casinos have their appeal, but Mount

Everest India's Cuisine offers a different kind of buffet atmosphere. The

restaurant is cozy, featuring elegant place settings and dark curtains to

keep the harsh Vegas sun out. Saag paneer, butter chicken, samosas, and

other Indian specialties are on the menu. Come for the lunch buffet and

sample everything. Whatever you do, definitely enjoy your meal with a
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side of garlic naan.

 +1 702 892 0950  mteverestcuisine.com/  3641 West Sahara Avenue, Las Vegas

NV

 by Breville USA   

Saffron Flavors of India 

"Authentic Indian Flavors"

With options for omnivores and vegetarians alike, Saffron Flavors of India

has become one of Vegas' favorite Indian restaurants. The atmosphere is

casual, yet romantic, with dim lighting and flowing, diaphanous curtains.

Channa masala, malai kofta, and palak dal are some of the items featured

on the vegetarian menu. Tandoori chicken, fish tikka, and skewered lamb

can be found on the menu as well.

 +1 702 489 7900  saffronflavorsofindia.com/  4450 North Tenaya Way #115, Las

Vegas NV
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